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Copyright © 2020 Art Problem Solving 2017 AMC 12B (answer key)Printable version: Wiki | AoPS Resources • PDF Instructions This is a 25 issue chilling test. Each question is followed by answers marked with A, B, C, D and E. Only one of them is correct. You will get 6 points for each
correct answer, 2.5 points for each problem left unanswered if the year is before 2006, 1.5 points for each problem left unanswered if the year is after 2006, and 0 points for each wrong answer. No aid is permitted, except for scratches, graph paper, ruler, compass, transporters and erasers
(and calculators accepted for use in the test, if before 2006. No problem in the test will need to use a calculator). Numbers are not always tied to scale. You will have 75 minutes of working time to complete the test. 1 • 2 • 4 • 4 • 5 • 6 • 7 • 8 • 8 • 9 • 10 • 11 • 12 • 13 • 14 • 15 • 16 • 17 • 18 • 19
• 20 • 21 • 22 • 23 • 24 • 25 Kymbrea comic book collection is currently comic books in it, and she's adding to her collection with the rate of comic books per month. LaShawn's collection currently has comic books in it, and he's adding to his collection with a rate of comic books a month. After
how many months will the LaShawn collection have twice as many comic books as Kymbrea's? 2 . Which of these figures is definitely positive? Solution Problem 3 Is thought to be and is nonzero real numbers like that. What is the value ? Solution Problem 4 Samia set about her bike to visit
her friend, traveling at an average speed of kilometers per hour. When she had gone half way from her friend's house, the tire went flat, and she walked the rest of the way in kilometres per hour. In all it took her minutes to reach her friend's house. In kilometres rounded to the nearest tenth,



how far did Samia walk? 3 h ( , PS35 ) The extreme value of a data set is a value more than times the range of interquartile below the first quartile or more than times the range of the interquartile above the third quartile , where the range of interquartiles is defined as . How many extreme
values are in this data set? Option 6 Circle, the end point of the diameter of which intersects with -axis in the second paragraph and as endpoints. What are the -coordinates of this question? Workaround Issue 7 Functions and are recurring with the smallest period . What is the smallest
period of function? It's not recurring. Solution Problem 8 Ratio on the short side of a certain rectangle on the long side is equal to the ratio of the long side to the diagonal. What is the square ratio of the short hand to the long side of this rectangle? Solution Problem 9 Circle is center and
radius . Another circle center and radius . The line passing through the two intersection points of the two circles has an equation. What is it? Solution Problem 10 at Typico High School, from students like dancing, and the rest don't like it. Of those who like to dance, they say they like it, and
the others say they don't like it. Of those who don't like dancing, they say they don't like it, and the others say they like it. What part of students who say they don't like dancing really like it? Workaround 11 Call a positive whole number if it is a single-digit number or its digits, when read from
left to right, form either a strictly increasing or strictly descending sequence. For example, and is monoeby, but , and not. How many uneal positive integers are there? Solution Problem 12 What is the amount of roots that are positive for the real part? Solution Problem 13 In the picture, the
discs are painted in blue, are painted in red, and are painted green. Two paintings that can be obtained from each other with rotation or reflection of the whole light are considered to be the same. How many different paintings are possible? Solution Problem 14 Ice cream novelty item
consists of cups in the form of a 4 inch high frustum from the right circular cone, with a 2 inch diameter base at the bottom and a 4-inch diameter base at the top, packed solid with ice cream, along with a hard cone ice cream height of 4 inches, the base of which at the bottom of the bottom is
the upper base frustum. What is the total volume of ice cream in cubic meters? Solution Problem 15 Let be an e-edge triangle. Extend half way behind it to a point to . Similarly, extend the side behind the point to, and extend the side behind the point to . What is the ratio to the area of the
area? The issue 16 The number is more than a positive integer divider. One of them is selected at random. What is the likelihood that it is odd? 17 . Tosses results are independent. The player has the option to play game A or game B. In Game B she tosses the coin four times and wins if
both the first and second coat results are the same and the third and fourth toss results are the same. How to win a game odds compare to the odds of winning Game B? The probability of winning Game A is less than the probability of winning Game B. The probability of winning Game A is
less than the probability of winning Game B. The probability is the same. The probability of winning Game A is greater than the probability of winning Game B. The probability of winning Game A is greater than the probability of winning Game B. Solution Problem 18 the diameter of the radius
circle is extended to a point outside the circle so that . The point is selected so that and the line is perpendicular to the line . The segment intersects in a circle at a point between . What is this area ? Workaround Issue 19 Let's say the -numeric number that is formed when you type integers
from order one by one. What is the balance if it is broken by? Workaround Problem 20 Real figures and are selected independently and evenly at random from the interval. What is the probability ? Solution Problem 21 Last year Isabella conducted math tests and received different points,
each integer in between and over. After each test, she noticed that the mean of her test results was a whole number. Her result for the seventh test was . What was her result for the sixth test? Solution Problem 22 Abby, Bernardo, Carl, and Debra play a game in which each of them starts
with four coins. The game consists of four layers. In each round, four balls are placed in --- one green, one red and two white. Players each draw the ball at random without replacement. Whoever gets the green ball gives one coin to whoever gets the red ball. What is the probability that at
the end of the fourth round each player has four coins? 23 . Lines and intervert ing points and , respectively, and the amount - coordinates , and are . What is it? Solution Problem 24 Quadrilateral is at right angles and, and. There is a point in the interior so that and the area is fold area .
What is it? Solution Problem A set of 25 people participates in an online video basketball tournament. Each person can be a member of any number of player teams, but no team can have exactly the same players. Site statistics show a curious fact: on average, in all subgroups the size of a
set of participants, from the number of full teams whose members are among these 9 people is equal to the average of each other, the number of participants in all subgroups, the number of the full number of teams whose members are among these people. How many values can there be
a number of participants? Solution See also the problems on this page are copyrighted by the Mathematical Association of america's American Mathematical Competitions. 12B 2017 took place on 15 February 2017. Over 4,500 U.S. high schools in each country, more than 400,000 students
were presented with 25 questions rich in content designed to make them think and be sure to leave them to speak. Every year, AMC 10 and AMC 12 are on the list of national high school leaders' consultative competitions and activities. Many top colleges also require AMC scores as part of
the college application process. Both MIT and Caltech have record blanks the applicant's official admission application forms to enter the best AMC and AIME points. Ivy League Colleges and Stanford ask AMC and AIME scores to supplement the common application forms. Your children
deserve the opportunity to list these points for their applications! Good AMC scores greatly improve admission opportunities for students at elite colleges. Mathematics is becoming increasingly important in our technological and scientific age. More math in high school is the gateway to jobs
and careers of all kinds, even for those who are not clearly mathematical, scientific or technological. Participation in AMC competitions can challenge and inspire students to learn more math! The 2017 AMC 12B issues and responses are published below. You can click on the following to
download them: More details can be found at: Click HERE to know more about Math Contests Click here to learn more about SAT Prep! Our uniqueness We have a long history of close collaboration with the MAA's American Mathematics Competitions (AMC), which are designed to
strengthen the mathematical abilities of our nation's youth, and are the first of a series of competitions in high school mathematics that define the U.S. team at the International Mathematical Olympiad (IMO). There are many math competitions in the United States. Of these, only the AMC →
AIME → USAMO sequence will take you to the IMO (International Math Olympiad), the highest-level math competition for high school students in the world. We are the only one in the Washington D.C. metropolitan area to offer elementary, middle and high school-level competitive math
courses. Our students have received top points and awards in prestigious national and math competitions. We have collected all of AMC8/10/12 and AIME's official problems and official solutions, as shown in american mathematics competitions (AMC) Materials, which have created our big
data system, a gold resource for our students who are final recipients. This entry was posted in math competitions. Bookmark Permalink. Permalink.
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